
OrCam Read 3

Personalize Your 
Visual Journey
Your All-in-One Solution with an 
Interactive AI Assistant

OrCam Read 3 is an all-in-one solution for people with vision loss
or reading fatigue, or who find reading challenging. It can be used as 
a next-generation magnifier for pictures, handwriting, math formulas, 
and text, as a handheld reading companion, or as a stationary reader.

Whether you prefer to read at your own pace
or have OrCam Read 3 read to you, the choice is yours!

"OrCam Read 3 has definitely changed my 
life for the better. It's giving me so much 

independence and confidence."

Ashley Mizell 
Blind Community Advocate & Influencer 

OrCam Read 3 User

usorcam@orcam.com
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The Ultimate 
All-in-One Solution
 
OrCam Read 3 is a integrative tool that consists of: 

1. Handheld device - for portable text-to-speech reading
The newly-redesigned OrCam Read 3's user-friendly yellow buttons, 
and expanded voice options, offer a seamless reading experience.
With this portable device, you can instantly access and listen to 
printed or digital text from any surface, whether you're at home or 
on the go. Additionally, the Smart Reading feature enables you to 
effortlessly locate, and navigate to specific words within the text.

2. Next-generation browser-based* magnifier.
OrCam Read 3 and its specially-designed stand turn any screen 
into a browser-based magnifier. Zoom in on text, handwriting, 
photos, graphics, and math equations. Extract text, customize 
the text formatting and choose to read by yourself or have 
OrCam Read 3 read aloud to you. 

Read any text, printed
or digital 

Capture full pages

Smart Reading
and voice commands 

Instant summarization
of any text*

Easy to use 

*Using your own computer or tablet
*Requires a Wi-Fi connection

Zoom in & out

Customize contrast

Copy, paste & save

Read aloud any text

Read Handwriting

3. Stationary Reader
For hands-free reading, place the device on 
the specially-designed stand. It will read any 
printed or digital text aloud, so all you have 
to do is sit back and listen.


